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Abstract

IULA at UPF has developed an aligner that benefits from corpus processing results to produce an accurate and robust alignment, even with noisy parallel corpora. It compares lemmata and part-of-speech tags of analysed texts but it has two main characteristics. First, apparently it only works for near languages and second it requires morphological taggers for the compared languages. These two characteristics prevent this technique from being used for any pair of languages. Whenever it is applicable, a high quality of results is achieved.

1 Introduction

This paper presents some technical aspects of an automatic text aligning system developed at the Institute for Applied Linguistics (IULA) at the Universitat Pompeu Fabra. This programme differs from previous ones in that it introduces a particular strategy consisting in the use of added linguistic information (lemmata and morphological tags). This means that the programme is highly dependent on the availability of linguistic mark-up tools for the languages involved in the alignment. However, it overcomes part of the noise produced by many parallel tasks, which is not solved by programmes based only on statistical criteria.

2 Programme overview

This programme comprises 3 levels: a) word level, b) sentence level, and c) overall text level. In the word level the similarity degree of two words is measured; in the sentence level results from the word level are extended to each pair of sentences. Finally in the text level a strategy is designed so as to decide which sentence from language A is to be compared with its counterpart from language B. This is done by taking into account classic models of sentence-length calculation and text location.

The aligner is started by reading two files: the source text (written in language A) and its corresponding translation (written in language B). These two files have been previously provided with both structural and linguistic mark-up. Alternatively, the programme can also read a dictionary of prealigned words as will be explained below.

Structural mark-up helps to show the text syntactic boundaries\(^1\). Thus, it avoids syntactic ambiguity that can be generated by marks like "." (full stop) since, depending on its position, it can lead to different functions such as final sentence mark or abbreviation boundary.

Users can make a revision of this dictionary of prealigned words, discard words that are not considered relevant and maintain those ones concerning the specialised domain involved (see 4 below).

The validated dictionary of prealigned words is useful to provide the aligner with feedback. This will yield to reach better results in further stages regarding the same texts as well as other texts from the same specialised domain.

3 Detailed functioning of the programme

3.1 Word level

3.1.1 Word Similarity Coefficient (WSC)

This coefficient is established according to the similarity of lemmata and morphological tags, together with a measure of word formal similarity (see GSC) and the distance measure between two words within the text.

Lemmata evaluation

\[
\text{if (both lemmata are equal) then}
\quad \{\text{WSC is value1}\}
\quad \text{else if (SIMEX of lemmata is equal to SIMEX of lemmata) then}
\quad \{\text{WSC is value2}\}
\quad \text{else if (both lemmata are equal minus one letter) then}
\quad \{\text{WSC is value3}\}
\quad \text{else}
\quad \{\text{WSC is zero}\}
\text{end if}
\]

Part-of-speech evaluation

\[
\text{if (part of speech of word is equal to part of speech of word) then}
\quad \{\text{WSC is increased with value4}\}
\quad \text{else if (main morphological category of both words is equal) then}
\quad \{\text{WSC is increased with value5}\}
\quad \text{end if}
\]

\(^1\) See Vivaldi et alii (1996)
3.2. Sentence level

3.2.1. Word comparison within the sentence

The analysis of the similarity degree between two sentences comprises the following steps:

a) Each sentence from language A and language B is split into word by word and both lists of words (including orthographic marks) are ordered in accordance with their appearance order throughout the text. Grammatical words (e.g. prepositions) are deleted from the list.

b) Each element from list A is compared with all elements from list B at a word level (see 3.1). Then a contrastive table is created with its WSC. Here it should be noted that words are only compared with words, and the same holds for punctuation marks.

c) Starting with all figures found in the contrastive table regarding each word from language A with each word from language B, the highest figure of each column and each row is selected and the remaining figures are zeroed.

d) Finally, it is calculated the median for the figure of lexical pairs that have been related each other.

3.2.2. Contrastive analysis

The analysis of the robustness of similarities according to the robustness of adjacent lexical pairs is carried out through the analysis of the three preceding and following lexical pairs.

The WSC for each pair is increased for each of the three preceding and following lexical pairs considered robust in the established coefficient (see 3.1. above).

So, when a word similarity figure is of 0 in the strict lexical comparison and it is preceded or followed by three more lexical pairs with high similarity figures, then this word is given a coefficient that is roughly the same as having both the SIMEX lemma and similar lexical categories.

Together with point addition on the grounds of contiguous reliable lexical pairs, points are also added to each lexical pair already documented in the dictionary of prealigned words, provided that the dictionary is being processed. Here the main goal is to foster the relevance of all lexical pairs that were already documented in the dictionary.

3.2.3. Overall sentence figures

Once the similarity figure for each word has been determined, it is calculated a) the coefficient median of each lexical pair and b) the robustness of each sentence pair.
Thus once the coefficient median for each lexical pair has been obtained, we measure the number of lexical pairs whose figure is higher than a pre-established figure at which the robustness of a lexical pair is estimated.

If when making the lexical comparison an equivalency dictionary is being used, then all lexical pairs encountered in the dictionary are automatically considered reliable.

The programme tuning has yielded to make small changes in the sentence overall coefficients, according to the evaluation of the programme results. In the future we will have to decide whether this tuning will have to be specifically adapted to each language pair that is compared.

3.3. Text level

In order to decide which sentence from language A is to be compared to its counterpart from language B the programme follows the steps below:

a) Establishment of three figures for each sentence:
   • number of sentence characters
   • number of sentence words
   • absolute character distance from the beginning of the text

b) Establishment of a tolerance boundary for each figure. Tolerance boundaries will be restrictively applied to the first tests so as to compare the longest sentences and the most similar ones regarding length and position within text. In successive stages of the process the programme’s tolerance boundary is broadened and at this stage all sentences devoid of counterpart are compared, even those that are in very different positions in their corresponding sentences.

c) Whenever two sentences have their figures within the tolerance boundary, they are compared at a sentence level (3.2). If the global sentence figures (3.2.3) are satisfactory, the two sentences are paired.

d) When a sentence from language A is compared at two different times with two different sentences from language B, the programme will maintain the pairing with the highest overall sentence figures.

e) Once a number of processes have been carried out with a progressive lessening of their tolerance boundaries the programme will attempt to sort out all cases that remain unpaired by grouping them into the preceding or following sentences. In other words, it will compare at a sentence level sentences from language A with one sentence from language B, or the other way round.

f) Finally, the programme will left unpaired sentences that will not have been solved over the preceding stages.

4. The building of the dictionary of prealigned words

4.1. An entirely automatic processing

Once a number of texts have been processed without making use of any dictionary of prealigned words, a file containing lexical pairs is obtained. Then, all files from the same specialised domain are compiled in a database.

This database contain several information fields: a) language A lemma, b) language B lemma, c) part-of-speech tag of lemma A, d) part-of-speech tag of lemma B, e) similarity coefficient for the lexical pair, and f) sentence coefficient in which the lexical pair has been found.

Then the whole file is revised by looking for those lexical pairs that are repeated in a row and all repetitions of this lexical pair are counted. At this point its coefficient mean is calculated for each occurrence. Finally, lexical pairs repeated at least X times are exported to a new database (which will constitute the dictionary of prealigned words). It also holds for lexical pairs whose coefficient mean is higher than Y (both X and Y can be tuned depending on the domain or on quality constraints). Alternatively, a combination of these two possibilities is also allowed.

4.2. Semiautomatic processing

This processing is identical to the previous one except that the last stage of direct export is omitted. Instead, all registers that are likely to be exported are marked. Then, there is a human revision of all lexical pairs that, if applicable, can be modified. Finally, all selected pairs are exported to the dictionary of prealigned words. Both in automatic and semiautomatic processing each lexical pair is exported once.

5. Preliminary assessment of the aligner

11 aligned texts from the domain of economy taken from the IULA’s corpus were analysed so as to obtain a preliminary assessment of the aligner. Both Catalan and Spanish versions were considered, amounting to 40,000 words each version. Of the 1,604 alignments carried out, 1,551 turned out to be correct, 51 incorrect and 2 were not done. Thus, the results show a precision rate of 96.81% and a recall rate of 96.69%.

The aligner appears to be successful in those cases where 2 sentences of the same version correspond to a single sentence of its counterpart version. Similarly, it also succeeds in matching sequences whose structures are very different one from each other.
As for the incorrect alignments, errors can be divided as follows:

(i) Errors due to differences in the two versions. Differences in the writing are found, that is, changes in the sentence contents and deletions or adding of sentences in one of the versions. Besides structural differences such as different paragraph distribution and punctuation variation are also detected. It yields to use this programme to validate translations.

(ii) Errors due to problems in previous stages. Here errors can be put down to the scanner, the preprocess or the erroneous attribution of lemmata and grammatical categories.

(iii) Alignment errors. Sequences that are not parallel are aligned or clusters that are interchanged.

6. Future work

In the near future we will deal with the following topics:

a) Enlarging precision and recall assessment to other areas

b) Programme performance with regard to excerpts from other languages

c) Testing then system with other languages (French and English)

d) Comparing texts that are not fully disambiguated (here the programme would contribute to the disambiguation task)

e) Allowing for the use of prealigned phrases such as terminology from the domain, phraseology, idioms, etc.

As for the web samples there is a web site [http://traductica.upf.es/alinea/] in which the functioning of the aligner is shown with some examples. Further information about the whole project will be available through this page.
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